Unit 9 Extra practice

1 **Vocabulary clothes**
   Find the colours and the clothes.
   1 yjuemplleorw
      yellow, jumper
   2 hraetd
   3 bdrleuses
   4 bclaoackt
   5 jagrcelkeyt
   6 T-sghirritte
   7 shwihtirte
   8 spicnakrf
   9 ortanogpe
   10 bsrkiorwtn

2 **Grammar there is / are**
   What’s in your suitcase? Complete the sentences with **There is** and **There are**.
   1 There’s a pair of sandals.
   2 Three T-shirts.
   3 Two pairs of shorts.
   4 A hat.
   5 Some pairs of jeans.
   6 A top.
   7 Some shirts.
   8 A scarf.

3 **Vocabulary furniture**
   Circle the furniture.
   airport (armchair) bath beach bed boat bus chair desk fridge hotel lamp plane restaurant shower sofa table train TV wardrobe

4 **Grammar there is / are negative and question forms**
   Complete the sentences and questions with *a/an* and *any*.
   1 There isn’t a plane.
   2 Is there a beach?
   3 There aren’t boats.
   4 Is there a bus?
   5 There aren’t hotels.
   6 Are there restaurants?
   7 There isn’t an airport.
   8 Are there trains?

5 **Grammar there is / are question forms**
   Match the questions (1–6) with the answers (a–f) about a hotel room.
   1 Is there a desk? e
   2 Is there a bath? f
   3 Are there any armchairs? a
   4 Is there a fridge? c
   5 Is there a big wardrobe? d
   6 Are there any lamps? b
   a No, there isn’t. There’s a shower.
   b No, there aren’t. There’s a sofa.
   c No, there isn’t. There’s a small one.
   d Yes, there is. There’s some cold mineral water in it.
   e Yes, there is. There are two chairs too.
   f Yes, there are. There are two small ones next to the bed.

6 **Grammar imperative forms**
   Match the two parts of the sentences.
   1 Don’t fly c
   2 Travel _____________
   3 Don’t stay _____________
   4 Visit _____________
   5 Book _____________
   6 Don’t take _____________
   a in expensive hotels.
   b your tickets in advance.
   c at night.
   d photos in museums.
   e by train.
   f a travel agent.